
6/25/2018

TMG BRANDS:

* TMS Sellout Focus program- now including Third Party

Focus Areas for Merchandising

* Promotions

* JL Products

* Tonneau Display Update

* SCI Display Rollout

OTHERS:

* Toolbox

* New Product/ New Line suggestions to a specific email

MERCH MEMOS:

1.  K/C Rocker Lights Rollout- Select Stores only

2. SWS OP Adjustment Notification

3. K/C OP Adjustment Notification

4. TRX Titanium Tonneau Discontinued

We have made some adjustments to store Order Points for K/C. These changes are based on sales history for your specific location. 

The main Objectives are to Optimize existing inventory set (good selling SKUs) and Remove slow/ non-selling SKUs.

Please do not adjust your OPs, they have been updated by Supply Chain.

We have selected some stores to carry the new K/C rocker lights. This decision was based on the performance we've seen on this 

type of products in that region. 

Upon receiving it, please place it in the Lighting section of your Showroom. 

We have made an OP change Spider Webshade. The reason for the OP adjustment is because of slow to non moving sales trailing 12 

months. Be advised that all SKU's on this list are less than 2% - 3% of overall sales for the line.

Please DO NOT send back product to your DC. Hold on to items until after July. Another email with further instructions will be sent 

out.

Any questions please contact the merchandiser directly: Jeff Doherty at jdoherty@4wp.com

Merchandising - Store Activity Summary

Sell Down of the TMS inventory with Retail and Wholesale focus. We are now including some Third Party SKUs as well. 

Merchandising sends out the updated list by category every Wednesday. Huge Wheel Focus- up to 65% off. All promotions are good 

while supplies last.

Reminder- You can find all the Merch communications in the Merchandising section of the Toolbox. You can find there: Merch 

Memos, New Line Memos, Recently Discontinued Lines, New Parts Summaries, Training Videos and these Merch Monthly Activity 

Summaries.

Please forward your new lines and/or products suggestions to: newproducts@4wp.com

We are working on promotions for:

* August- Month Long              * 3rd Quarter Weekend Event Sales           * Updating Tonneau Free Install Promo

* Truck Fest Promotions         * Truck Fest Inventory for 3rd Party 

We will be sharing with you weekly updates on JL products loaded in the system. The information is also added to the 

Merchandising section of the Toolbox site.

If you have suggestions or questions, please reach out to the JL task force team at: jl@4wp.com

We are currently in the process of rolling out the display update. Any questions or concerns, please reach out to the Merchandiser 

directly: Jeff Doherty jdoherty@4wp.com

Please be advised that in the next few weeks we will rollout a SCI Display to all stores. More details and placement instructions to 

come. Any questions or concerns, please reach out to the Merchandiser directly: ltapia@4wp.com

Truxedo Titanium tonneau covers will no longer be available.  

The vendor will no longer accept any orders on Titanium or fill any open orders that we may have with them currently. They are 

willing to upgrade these customers to their new truck bed cover at no extra charge. They are approx. 3-4 weeks away from going live 

(production ready) but you can use the upgrade incentive to lock the sale.

Please see the memo and flyer sent out on 6/22 for more details. 


